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THE WEST

	

Charles Malik, President of the U .N . General Assembly, recently made some
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shaking statements in an interview granted for Presbyterian Life (1/1/59) :

"I am deeply perturbed by the softness and complacency, and, you might even add ,
the thoughtlessness that prevails in the West at the present moment .

"The West has moved from one retreat to another in all fields, not just military
and political . I do not find ade quate resolve or thoughtfulness to stem this trend .
The West is too soft, too self-satisfied, too blind, too paralyzed and anesthetize d
morally to act with vigor at the critical points in life and the world . .

"A person, or a. culture or a civilization, cannot rise above its inmost principles .
In the Western world the principle is a higher and higher standard of living, more an d
more comfortable existence, nothing great, nothing historically profound - Nothing !

"That f s why Communism seems to win everywhere . Because it seems to have something .
You talk to a Communist, and he believes in something . You talk to a Westerner ; he
believes in nothin g . "

LAST YEARS?

		

Hans Morgenthau, director of International Studies at the University o f
Chicago, raises the question, are these "The Last Years of Our Great-

ness?" in an article in New Republic (12/29/58) .

"For history indeed bears witness to the truth that a . society which is unable t o
adapt itself to need conditions and restore its vital energies in the successful con -
test with new problems is doomed and that all historic societies have sooner or late r
been co ,doomed . "

Morgenthau points out that Mr . Khrushchev, through Walter Lippmann, sent the Unite d
States a highly significant and important Christmas message which has largely been ig-
nored . Mr . Khrushchev said the United States may be enjoying "the last years of it s
greatness," not because the United States is small and weak, but because the Union o f
Soviet Socialist Republics will surpass the United States in productivity per capita .
When that occurs, then people in poor countries will "be convinced by their stomachs . "
This, said Khrushchev, is the danger to the United States and not "our" A-bomb : .

"The Soviet Union has chosen the economic plane as the battlefield where Commu-
nism will win its decisive victory . . . . While Marx and Lenin believed that (the doom o f
capitalism) would result from a series of world wars, fought primarily among the capi-
tel.istic nations themselves, Khrushchev has declared that capitalism will fall becaus e
of its inferiority in economic organization, technology, and productivity, He see s
the Soviet Union as destined to sur pass the United States in economic productivity an d
well-bein g , end by demonstrating its economic superiority over the United States, th e
Soviet union will set the example which the underdeveloped masses of the earth will –
went to emulate . They will choose the Soviet rather than the American way of life .
Furthermore, this economic superiority will enable the Soviet Union to wage full-scal e
economic war against the United States by taking away its foreign markets and tyin g
the underdeveloped areas of the world to its economic and political system . Thus
without firi ng a shot, the Soviet Union will triumph over the United States ." (Emphasi s
supplied . )T

If what Morgenthau says is true, then a . nation which devotes 70 to 80% of it s
national budget to military expenditures, and which talks of more missiles, rockets ,
and nuclear weapons, is preparing for the wrong war at the wrong time and the wron g
place . Others have suggested that the battleground has shifted to the economic arena ,
to the fields of Trade and Aid .

The entire article is worth reading, for Morgenthau asks a number of importan t
auestions about the nature of our economy . Can we afford the luxury built on obso-
lescence? the luxury of many brands of essentially the same product when there is s o
much need around the globe?
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PEACE MUST BE

	

Recently Miss Bongsoo Kim of Korea made a speech in a class fur
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foreign students at the Oakland, California, City College . This
was an assignment in a unit on word study where such words a s

"freedom," "good and evil," "liberal arts," "law," "war and peace," and other broa d
and difficult words comprised a list from which each student selected ideas for a
short speech . Her talk follows :

"The great novel by Tolstoy comes in my mind with the words, war and peace . He
described the tragedy of the war and the misery of the people who are thrown into it ,
with the deep appeal to the humanity . The retreat scene in the snow and the agonie s
of the heroes and the heroines in the novel touched me realistically because I ha d
experienced the most recent and the mass killing war in Korea .

"When one talks about the war or the peace, he is more apt to emphasize the wa r
side and, by removing the war, naturally insures the peace . This is wrong, of course .

If the war is destruction, the peace must be a creation . There is no clear-cut border -

line between the war and the peace . A famous man whose name I fail to remember state d
that the war starts within the people ► s hearts . This is the same as when you try t o
cultivate the field . When you only try to weed the field, the weed will come back t o
the emptied space before long, but if you plant fruit trees or any vegetable you like ,
no room will be left for the weed to return .

"The peace is created by each one of us . It can be started from your neighbor -
hood to the global level . Wipe out hatred in your heart . Try to understand befor e
you reject your friend . Open your heart all the time and be ready and willing to wee d
out the human weaknesses we all have .

It might sound silly to you but before taking all the Russians for Communists t o
be hated, think this, that they have to eat three meals a day, have to earn money fo r
the family, have to wash clothes and clean the house, go out for a date, quarrel wit h
each other over a girl, and Marxism only attracts their mind an hour a day or eve n
less out of long twenty-four hours a day ,

"As the conclusion, I once again want to stress the creative aspect of peac e
which the dictionary failed to mention .

"An ancient proverb in the Orient says, 'Rule your family and keep peace amon g
yourselves, then you will be ready to serve your community . If you are successful to
rule your community, you can rule a nation, and after you successfully lead you r
nation, you will be able to keep the peace of the world .' "

DO YOU

	

Marion and Stuart Chase had this to say in a letter to the New York
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Times, 12/30/58 ;
FIRT!
PROTECTION?

	

"All of us alive today exist in an obsolete political fire trap wit h
no escape routes, We could be consumed in it any time one person in a

chain of command might grow careless or exasperated or irrational from tension . Where
is the insistent public demand for some sensible fire protection? "

BRIEFLY

	

C . Wright Mills, Professor of Sociology at Columbia University, and a lead -
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ina'critic of American Society, has written a relatively short, pointed ,
and firmly grounded political tract, The Causes of World War III .

	

Hi s
thesis is that small groups of men in the USA and the USSR have the power to mak e
history . Whet can be done now to influence these men? to reverse the thrust toward
war created by their policies? His proposals challenge our set ideas . They ought
to be widely known and discussed . The book, printed by Simon and Schuster, is avail -
able in paperback for .1 .50 .
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